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Nor, indeed, was such attempt finally made until it was seen that the pur-
chasers, by their own efforts, had turned a feeble, precarious business into a'
thriving one. Under such circumstances a court of equity is not inclined to
strain its powers to afford relief to those who have been so singularly negligent
in a seasonable and timely assertion of their claim. Godden Y. Kimmell, 99
U. S. 201; Lansdale v. Smith, 106 U. S. 391, 1 Sup. Ct. 350; Beard v. Turner,
13 Law T. (!\. S.) 747.
A deeree will be drawn dismissing this bill.
John H. Roney, for appellant.
James K. Bakewell, for appellees.
Before ACHESON and DALLAS, Circuit Judges, and KIRKPAT·

HICK, District Judge.

DAlLAS, Circuit Judge. Careful consideration·of this record and
of the arguments of counsel leaves none of us in doubt as to the cor·
rectness (If the conclusion which was reached by the court below. The
opinion delivered by the learned judge of that court is entirely
factory, and we adopt it as adequately presenting our own views. We
are satisfied that, as respects the three additional muffies, as well as
the others, the finding of an implied license was fully warranted,both
in fact and in law, and for that reason the decree is a;ffirmed.

MAIER et a.I. v. BLOOM £it a!.
(Oircuit Court,D. New Jersey. May 25, 1899.)

1. PATENTS-ABANDONMENT OF INVENTION.
When a recent prior patent is cited· by the patent office as an anticipa·

tion, the failure of the. inventor to set up that he in fact malie his inven-
tion befilre the application for such anticipating patent was flied, and his
acceptance of a patent with claims narrowed to exclude the anticipated
matter, is an abandonment thereof to the public; SQ that,in a suit upon his
patent, he cannot thereafter claim a construction which would cover the
matter abandoned.

2. SAME-CoMlnNATroNs.
A combination of old elements, to be patentable, must possess attributes

distinct from those of its constituent elements. The old elements must so
co-operate with each other as to produce a new and useful result. And a
mere duplication of old elements, even if useful, does not produce a result
different from what would be produced by the elements separately, except
in quantity or degree.

3. SAME-BED BOTTOMS. ..
'l'he Maier patent, No. 303,393, fora spring bed bottom, is void as to both

its claims because of the inventor's abandonment of his real invention, and
because the claims, as issued, cover a mere unpatentable aggregation.

This was a suit in equity by Franz J. Maier, Robert P. Stoll, and
Thomas A. Stoll against Jacob C. Bloom and John F. Godley for al·
leged infringement of a patent for a spring bed bottom.
FrancisC. Lowthorp, for complainants.
John Dane, Jr., for defendants.

GRAY, Circuit Judge. This bill is to restrain an infringement of
United States letters patent No. 303,393, issued to Franz J. Maier, one
of the complainants. August 12, 1884, for "spring bed bottom." The
bill alleges an exclusive license by the complainant Maier to the other
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complainants, Robert B. Stoll and Thomas A. Stoll, and contains the
allegations usual in such cases.
.The specifications and claims, forming part of the letters patent, are
as follows:
"'I'his invention relates to that class of bed bottoms composed of upright

spiral springs and spiral connecting springs, which unite said upright springs,
and form an upper elastic bearing surface; the object of the invention being to
provide a more uniform surface in such bed bottoms, and to more perfectly
equa!lze the strain on the upright springs, whereby the said bottom is reno
dered more serviceable and durable. In the bottoms of this class heretofore in
use, of which I am aware, the· upright springs have been connected con-
necting springs irregularly arranged, so that the tendency of the said connect·
ing springs bas been to draw a large portion of the upright springs to one side,
whereby the top spirals of the said upright springs have been drawn or tilted
out of a horizontal plane, and the bottom has thus been rendered rough, and
therefore unpleasant to rest upon. In my improved device these defects have
been overcome. The invention consists in the arrangement and combination
of parts, substantially as will be hereinafter set forth, and finally embodied in
the claims.
"Referring to the drawings, In which similar letters of reference indicate

like parts In each of the several figures, Fig. 1 Is a plan view of my device or
a portion thereof; Fig. 2, a plan, a modified form thereof; and Fig. 3, a side
elevation, showing two upright springs connected by horizontal springs. Fig. 4,
represents a top plan of a single helical spring, and Illustrating on larger scale

manner of passage therethrough of the elastic connecting springs.
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"In said drawings, a, a, a, are upright springs, arranged at intervals through-
out the bed bottom, A, and b, b, b, are horizontal coiled' wires, capable of an
elastic spring action under longitudinal tension, which connect and are inter-
twined, by two or more turns, 'with and around the end colls or rings of each
of the upright springs, whereby the said upright springs are directly and firm1)-
united to the longitudinal colled wires without other or extraneous fastenings,
and form a complete bottom, A. The connecting springs are arranged in two
or more series, as shown, the springs of one series being parallel, running from
side to side of the bottom in a direct line, or approximately so, and intertwined
with each top spiral in its course, at opposite sides of said spiral, so that the
strain will be equalized. The springs in the c()-{)perating series are also paraliel.
approximately straight, run from side to side of the bed bottom, and engage
with the same side top spirals at opposite sides, which opposite sides are not
the ones before mentioned, as will be understood, but lie adjacent therew, as
shown, so that the strain on each of the top spirals is Uniformly balanced from
four or more different and opposite directions, and that depression on the bot-
tom has no tendency to draw one top spiral to any extent out of a plane with
those lying adjacent, whereby unpleasant results are occasioned by the tilting
of said top spiral. The said connecting springs, b, may be arranged singly, as
in Fig. 1, in pairs, as in Pig. 2, or doubled, as at c in Fig. 1. If I desire, I
can dispense with the connecting wires of one side of the bed bottom, and con-
nect the ends thus left free to slats or other devices, doing the same without
departing from the spirit of my invention; but, when the springs are connected
at both ends by the spiral wires, a bottom is formed of greater lightness, and is
better adapted to be handled. I therefore prefer the first-described mode of
construction.
"In claim 2, I use the word 'transverse' in its generic sense, including con-

necting wires running in either diagonal direction with respect to the longi-
tudinal wires or at right angles thereto.
"I am aware that upright coiled springs and horizontal colled wires have

been used together in bed bottoms prior to my invention, so I do not, therefore,
claim the combination of the two broadly; but, having thus described my in·
vention, what I claim as new, and wish to secure by letters patent, is:
"(1) In a spring bed bottom, the verticai springs, a, the spirals of which

gradually enlarge towards each end, in combination with continuous
colled wires running in longitudinal, transverse, and diagonal 'directions over
both surfaces of said upright springs, and connecting with the outer spirals
thereof, whereby is formed on both sides a continuous elastic bearing surface,
substantially as shown.
"(2) In a spring bed bottom, the combination of a series of spiral springs

tapering in opposite directions from their centers, with continuous colled wires
connecting the outer spirals of said springs in longitudinal and transverse direc-
tions on the upper and lower faces thereof, substantially as described."
Ooncerning the structure shown and described in complainants' pat-

ent, and specified as new in the claims, complainants' expert witness,
John C. Pennie, testifies as follows, on pages 18 and 19 of the record:
"The invention, as thus particularly pointed out in claim 1, quoted, requires

tor its embodiment, as I understand it, that upon both sides of the bed bottom
a continuous elastic bearing surface should be formed by single, continuous,
colied wires, which run in longitudinal directions over both surfaces, and verti-
cal springs, which gradually enlarge towards each end, and that such colled
wires should connect with the outer spirals of the vertical springs. Such a con-
struction necessarlly involves, as I view It, the uniform distribution, substan-
tially, of convolutions of the connecting coiled wires about the entire periphery
of the upper and lower convolutions of the vertical springs, thereby producing
a bed-bottom surface of substantially uniform sustaining power throughout.
The construction or thing particularly pointed out in this claim (the second)
differs in scope from that particularlv pointed out in elaim 1. In order to make
this elE'arly apparent, the following paragraph, appearing in the body of the
specifieation, should have consideration: 'In claim 2, I use the word "trans
verse" in its generic sense, including connecting wires running in either diag,
onal direction with respect to the longitudinal wires or at right angles thereto.'

95F.-11
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It is apparent, therefore, that the patentee had in mind, as one of the forms
of bed bottom embOdyIng his iflvention, not only one wherein the transverse
wires were ll,rrangeddiagonally to the 10Dg'ituainal wires, but' also one wherein
the transverse wires were at right angles to the longitudinal wires. Such a
construction being within the contemplation of the patentee, and being expressly
referred to in the body of the specification, as coming within the invention
defined in clahn 2 of the patent 'in sUit,. it is'elear that the Invention defined in
said claim 2 would be embodied in a construction wherein series of spiral
springs tapering in opposite directions from their centers are, combined with
continuous coiled wires, extending longitudinally of the bed bottom, and trans-
verselywith respect theretoiin a direction either at right angles to the longi-
tudina:I wires 'or diagonal with respect thereto, the !"everal coiled wires connect-
ing the outer spirals of the 'vertical springs on both the upper and lower faces
thereof."
On cross-examination by defendant Iii' counsel, the expert witness

Pennie testifies as follows:
"As far as I am aware, 'il was broadlynew 'at the date ol'complajnants' pat-

ent toilrovide a bed bottom with, a continuous elastic bearing surface made by
intertwining with the terminal coils of' vertical springs continuous coiled wires
runnbig' in longitudinal, transverse, and diagonal directions, in such manner that
the ,terminal coils of the vertical spriilgs ;'vere enveloped 'by symmetrically
spaced convolutions of said coiled wii:es. It wali1 also 'broadly Iiew with com-
plainants; so far as I am aware, to provide an elastic surface intermediate of
the springs, and filling the interspace between the terminal convolutions of the
vertical springs by means. of c9iled ,wires connecting said convolutions in Ion"
gltudbial and transverse directions, whether the transverse direction is dlag-
onaI:orat right angles,to the longitudinal wires.' If either of these features
is in the prior state of the art, I am not aware of it, nor have I been able to
find it." , , '
The defendants SUbmit the following statement of the grounds of

defense:
"(1), Bllcause the patent to :Maier is for, n6'thing but an aggregation of parts

taken from the old art in spring beds. an'darranged in the same, and in sub-
stantially the same, way as previously arranged, wIth 'no 'operation or result
arising therefrom differEmt from operations and results obtained by the combi'
nation of like parts in spring beds of dates 'prior to complainant's patent; and
(2) because the construction_ of tbe spring bed patented by in view of the
prior lirt, did' not involve' invention, and is therefore void; and (3) because de-
fendants' spring bed Is further from' tile Maier structure than the latter is froni
the old patented beds described and shown in the Bulkeley and Faith patents;
and (4) because the claims of the Maier patent are not infringed by defendants,
w,llen construed in the light of the prior art" and the express terms thereof, by
which they must be limited; and (5) because there isno competent evidence to
show that the spring bed said to have been procured from Mrs. COI'lleW was
either made or sold by defendants; and (6) because the proofs in the case are
clearlyagajnst the validity of the Maier patent, which stand uncontradicted;
and (7) because the patented structure of Maier was not a patentable combi-
nation of parts at the date of its issue, but only an aggregation of old elements,
taken from various old patented spring beds, performing no new function, no
new operation, no new result; neither do either of the several parts of the com-
bination act any differently, by reason of their arrangeIDe:ut in which thy. are
found In the Maier patented bed, from what they performed in combinations
{)f the same and similar parts present in older patented combinations in spring
beds; neither do the parts constituting the Maier patented bed coact in the
combinations of that patent differently from what they did in similar
spring beds, of dates long prior to complainant's supposed invention."
,These defenses may be summarized under two general heads: (1)

A denial of the validi(y of the patent issued to complainant, on the
ground of want of novelty and lack of invention; and, (2) admitting
the validity of the patent, a denial of infringement.
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As to the first general defense, a careful examiIlation of the testi-
mony and exhibits discloses the following as sufficiently established
facts:
That the complainant Maier filed his application for a patent, Feb-

ruary 15, 1883, which was rejected by the examiner on the patent to
Bulkeley of August 8, 1882, No. 362,366. That on March 6, 1883,
March 17, 1883, March 2·7, 1883, and August 31, 1883, rejections of
amended claims were made on the ground of anticipation by other pat-
ents, principally, if not altogether, on those of Bulkeley, above referred
to; of Mallette, of November 11, 1879, No. 221,586; of Demeure &
Mauritz, of September 13, 1853, No. 10,010; of Bushnell, reissue of
August 23, 1870; and of Judson, of January 10, 1871, No. 110,854.
The specifications forming part of the several letters patent, and the
accompanying drawings and exhibits are printed in the record.
Owing to the several rejections of the original and amended claims

by the examiner of patents, above referred to, the original claim of
Maier was much narrowed in the two claims finally allowed in March,
1884, the original application having been filed, as already stated,
February 15, 1883. The two claims thus allowed, and already re-
cited in the specifications, may again be stated:
"(1) In a spring bed bottom, the vertical springs, a, the spirals of which

gradually enlarge towards each end, in combination with single continuous
coiled wires running in longitudinal, transverse, and diagonal directions over
both surfaces of said upright springs, and connecting with the outer spirals
thereof, whereby Is formed on both sides a continuous elastic bearing surface,
substantially as shown.
"(2) In a spring bed bottom, the combination of a series ot spiral spril1gs

tapering In opposite directions from their centers, with, continuous coiled wires
connecting the outer spirals of said springs in longitudinal and transverse direc-
tions on the upper and lower taces thereot, substantially as described."

It is also sufficiently established by the testimony in the cause that
Mr. Maier had constructed, as far back as January, 1879, a bed bot·
tom embodying, substantially" in principle and in construction, the
features claimed for his, patented bed bottom as issued in 1884. This
one completed bed bottom, made in 1879, was constructed by him in
his own house, used by his wife and children, and finally deposited in
the cellar of his house, where it appears to have remained until pro-
duced as an exhibit in this cause. An inspection of this bed bottom
will sustain his claim to priority over the Bulkeley patent, as it ex-
hibits precisely the peculiarities of structure afterwards claimed by
Maier in his various claims rejected and allowed by the examiner of
patents. We have here the double helical springs, with the longi-
tudinal and diagonal coiled wires interlacing with the upper convolu-
tions of the vertical springa, performing the same functions of sustain-
ing the helical springs, and exhibiting an elastic bearing surface on
both sides, dispensing with the slats or frame of any kind, being
self-supporting throughout. If the use of the coiled wire running in
longitudinal and diagonal directions, and interlacing, as described, in
the upper rings of the vertical springs, was a product of the inventive
faculty, and not a mere clever mechanical device for the support of the
upright springs and the creation of a more elastic bearing surface, then
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I am 'ofopinion that the Maier bed bottom of 1879 was both new and
useful, and entitled to protection of the patent laws.
I, do not find that any of the devices referred to for supporting the

helicalsprings,though numerous and patented, anticipate the prin-
ciple, or rather the peculiar features, of this construction. The struc-
ture patented byBulkeley, in 1882, though anticipating Maier's patent,
was several years subsequent, so far as the proofs go, to the making
of this structure by Maier. Olaiming,as he did, that this device was
patentable, no explanation is given by Maier of why, in this interval
of four years, no application was made for a patent, or steps taken
towards applying for one. There is no evidence to show that it had
been in public use or on sale during this period, or at any time after
its construction, in 1879. The secret, so far as it was a secret, was
confined to himself and his family. Undoubtedly, it was laches to
have delayed so long his application, and laches which might have
been considered by the examiner in passing upon the case, had it been
presented to him, as no reasonable excuse has been suggested toac-
count for the procrastination. This production of the bed bottom of
1879 not being in the 'case before the examiner, left the application
made by in 1883 (which was finally granted on the modified
claims in February, 1884) in such a situation that the examiner was
justified in considering the Bulkeley .patent of 1882 as an anticipation
of Maier's claim for an invention, as stated by him.
The final allowance of the modified claims by the examiner seems to

have been on the ground that the claim was confined to a structure
presenting two elastic bearing surfaces, exactly similar, and the claim
for the interlacing of the coiled wires and the vertical springs was
rejected. This is only presumably so, as the examiner has stated no
grounds for the final allowance of claims which do not, as they read,
seem very different from those originally made.
If it were necessary in this it might seriously be considered

whether Maier's device of the coiled Wires, longitudinally and trans-
versely interlacing with the upright springs, was patentable, on the
ground that it was, however ingenious, useful, and novel, not the result
of invention. Such an inquiry might well be directed to some other
devices to the same end which have been the subject of patents. But
this inqu'iry is not necessary in the present case, because it is admitted
that Maier's claim as finally allowed, and for which the patent in ques-
tion was issued, is much narrower. On page 9 of complainants' sup-
plemental brief, it is stated that the second claim of Maier's patent
is the one upon which the present suit is based. On page 13 of the
same brief it is said:
"Maier is shown to be the first original and sole inventor of them [that is,

the interlacing of colled wires with helical springs], and although, by reason of
his acceptance of those claims [meaning the two claims allowed by the ex-
aminer and accompanying his patent], he must be held to have dedicated to
the puQlic bed bottom embodying ,only one bearing surface of his invention, he
is, under all the decisions of the courts, entitled to a monopoly in the structure •
having two such bearing surfaces, by the combination of elements shown, de-
scribed, and claimed in the patent."
This is practically an admission of the acquiescence by Maier in the

rejection by the examiner of his claim to the invention of the combina-
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tion of coiled wire interlacing with the upper convolutions of the heli-
cal springs, for the support of said springs, and the making of a
and more elastic bearing surface, and of the confining of his daim to
the production of a bed bottom with two such surfaces, top and bot-
tom alike. It is true that complainants' counsel contends, with abil-
ity and ingenuity, that inasmuch as it is now shown, what was not
shown to the examiner, that Maier, in January, 1879, and prior there-
to, had invented the device of interlacing continuous strands of coiled
wire longitudinally and transversely with the helical springs, he is
entitled to be considered by the court as the original inventor, and to
a monopoly under his patent to the same, when such device appears
on both surfaces of a bed bottom, his claim being confined to such a
structure. It is this unitary structure, as the result of the com-
bination of the two surfaces thus produced, for which patentability
is claimed. It is admitted that Maier, in accepting the modified
claim, "dedicated" to the public bed bottoms embodying only one bear-
ing surface of his invention. Is not this a practical abandonment
of the claim to a surface so produced? Can the patent now in ques-
tion be for anything else than for a combination of two such nonpat-
entable elements? Clearly not, unless the court can enlarge the scope
of the patent, by declaring-First, that Maier originally discovered
this peculiar feature of coiled wire, interlaced with helical springs,
in or prior to January, 1879, and has not forfeited his right thereto;
and, second, that, therefore, under the claim of his patent, though
narrowed, he is entitled to protection whenever this feature appears
on both surfaces of a bed bottom alike.
If the first proposition is established, the second follows, of course,

as one may, in asking for a patent, claim less than he is entitled to.
But as to the first, waiving any inquiry as to the patentability of the
device of interlacing coiled wire with helical springs, as claimed by
}Iaier, it does not appear that any explanation or excuse has ever been
given, as I have already said, for the long delay of more than four
years that elapsed between the alleged invention and the application
for a patent. The examiner seems to have been unaware that }Iaier
claimed the idea, much less the completed structure, as being so old
with him. He did not insist on the interference he asked for, and did
nothing and said nothing to rebut the inference of an abandonment on
his part, or relieve himself from the charge of laches.
I do not think that this court, upon the evidence in the case, should

set up the claim thus repeatedly rejected by the patent office, and so
neglected by the complainant. It is too late now for Maier to claim
the invention of the elastic bed surface, composed of vertical helical
springs, interlaced with coiled wire as stated.
If so, then the patent, if supported at all, must be so on the ground

that the combination of two nonpatentable surfaces, thus constructed,
is in itself patentable. In other words, it is said by complainant:
"Though I invented the laced web-bearing surface thus constructed, I
abandon or dedicate it to the public." It is therefore no longer a de-
,:ice patentable by Maier or by anyone else, but he claims the inven-
tion of, and a patent for, a combination of two such surfaces, one on
the upper and one on the lower side of a bed bottom. A combination
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or m;;Ly be th,e of in-
y,¢H:tiQlJ,; 'in. patentable: such .!:t' must
p()sse!3s attrIbutes dlStulct from those of Its constituent elements.• In
a. the. old elements must so.' co-operate with
each other as to produce a n'e\y,and' usdul reslllt A. were duplica-
tion of old elements may bemie-!nl, but it does not produce a result

frolll.what would be produced elen1ents separately, ex·
in quantity or deli;Tee. While this ,,may be ausefolresult, it is
a qr patentable result. . 1'do not mean thattlle result of such

a.eo:o;J,bination'in a machine or structureshQuld, in aU cases, be a re-
sU'!t.pf the interaction of the co:operating elements in such fashion as
toproduce,a;nentirely new that would haveits analogue in
the resqlt of but there must be some attribute
or t.he combination?istinct, from those of!t$ .elements', so
as to the from a mere aggregatIOn of parts.
Int.b.ls C;@llfbimlti<m of the tW(),bearing surfaces, Ic;annot perceive

that m:;lynew result has been obtained. . The elasticity is the same,
produced 1n ,the same manner by the eoUed wire and springs, perform-

as they q.o jna single surface... The only thing
that caJI'be predicated .of the, c.ombination might be an increase of
elastic,ity, :but this.is only a change in degree of a ,character that has
been ,n;tl;lny,llmes adjudged not patentable. The combination, as a
whole, qoe,s, Dotpossess attributes distinct from th,ose of its constitu-
ent eleiUents. But this is Aot all.' I¢annot perceive that any exer-
cise ()f the. inven-qve faculty wasnecess,*ry to the bottom
the laced web elastic 'surface top oUhe mattress. Granting,
for t\l.e safe of argument, that tliere may have been a novel and useful
inven,tion in the production of the interlaced elastic bearing, composed
of helical springs andcoileq w'ires, as conceived by 2\'1aier, yet, that

beingexcltided the donulin of patentability, the com-
binatio;u of two SUell bearing slJrfaces on the top and bottom of the
mattress, however useful and cop.venient, or even novel, is, in my opin-
ion,an',?bviousll\e,cb,imical'suggestion, which required no inventive
faculty to produce. ' ,
PatentaQility, ase1aimedfor this combination,shovld be denied on

the grounds just stated. There is still another ground which nega-
tives Pl1tentability of this combination., It is clearly shown by the
testimony of the expert for the defendants and, exhibits in the
record. that metallic spring, bed bottoms, with 'hourglass form of
verticaJsprings,united at their bottom alike,
so that. they may be used ,either side up; had been patented and were
in, use prior, not onlv to the pat,ent of Maier, but prior to t\l.e date at
whieli he Claims to l{ave Gonstruetedthe double bed bottom,-in 1879.
A to and drawings in the, record will show this
to be so, ·dz.: Patent Nc? 9,658, 1853; reissue
to BushueU, to Bushn.'ell, 1870; reissue to Bushnell,
1871; ,OsbomuI;Ld Kenddck, 1873 1872; Alvord, 1875;

1871; Boyington/1876; Smith, 1882;R. H. Cutter, 1867.
If he cannot claim the combination Qf coiled wire with helical

springs to make' a bearing surface, asI have said before, it is hard to
conceive how the two surfaces alike would make the whole
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structure patentable,,in view of the fact that double metallic bed bot-
toms were well known before the invention of Maier. But it should
not go without remark that the specifications accompanying the pat-
ent, as well as the claims themselves, evidently treat the duplication of
surfaces as a mere incident to what is considered the real invention
and the basic principle of the patent. The language of the claims
already quoted sufficiently shows ,this, but it is made still more clear
in the specifications, as in lines 8-28, whiCh read:
"This invention relates to that class of bed bottoms composed of upright

spiral springs and spiral connecting springs, which unite said upright springs
and form an upper elastic bearing surface; the object of the invention be-
ingto provide a more uniform surface in such bed bottoms, and to more
perfectly equalize the strain on the upright spring, whereby the said bottom is
rendered more serviceable and durable. In the bottoms of this class heretofore
in use. of which I am aware, the upright springs have been connected by con-
necting springs irregularly arranged, so that the tendency of the saill connecting
springs has been to (lraw a large portion of the upright springs to one side,
whereby the top spirals the said u{Jright springs have ,been drawn or tilted
out of a horizontal plane, and the bottom has thus been rendered rough, and
therefore unpleasant to rest upon. In my improved device, these defeets have
beeu'overcome.'" ,

Or iIi 80--:89:
. "If I desire" I can dispense with the connecting wires of one side of the bed
bottom, and connect the ends thus left free to slats or other devices, doing the
saine without 'departing from the spirit of my invention; but, when the springs
are connected at both ends by the spiral wires, a bottom is forme,d of greater
lightneSS, and is better adapted' to behandle,d. I therefore prefer the fi;rst-
described mode of construction." '

In view of, such statements by the patentee, it can hardly be con·
tended that his idea of his invention was confined to the exhibiting,
on both sides of a bed bottom, the laced web elastic bearing surfaoe,
as described, the invention of whieh bearing surface by itself he had
abandoned to the public, and that only and whenever two such sur-
faces appeared in combination, top and bottom, his rights under the
patent would be infringed. If so, his rather anomalous position
would be this: "It is true that I am the original inventor of this
laced web-bearing surface, but I do not claim a patent for it, but aban-
don it to the public. So that anyone can make such a bearing sur-
face for the top of a bed bottom without infringing upon my patent
right. If, however, you do on the bottom what you have done, and
lIlay lawfully do, on the top, I will enjoin you as an infringer." In
fact, the concededly narrow claim, based on the two surfaces of the
laced web device, seems to have been an afterthought, and, in my
opinion, it cannot support the patent. For all the reasons stated, the
bill must be dismissed.
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CONSOLIDATED FAsTENER CO. v. HAYS et at
(Circuit Court, N. D.New York. June 1:!, 1899.)

NQ. 6,749.
1., :J;'ATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-b1PROVE)lENT. '

One has no right to appropriate an invention by adding thereto a new
, function, which in no way changes the action of the patented combination.

2. SAME-BuTTONS. •
The patent, No. 325,430, for improvements in buttons, construed,

l\nd held infriuged by the device of the Pringle patent, Xo. 600,114.

This was a suit in equity by the Consolidated Fastener Company
against Daniel Hays and Lewis A.•Tiate for alleged infringement of a
patent for an improvement in buttons. The cause was heard on a
Jl;I,otion for preliminary injunction.
John R. Bennett and Odin B. Roberts, for complainant.
, Julian C. Dowell and Melville Ohurch, for defendants.

OOXE, District Judge. This is a motion for a preliminary in"
junction to restrain the infringement of letters patent No., 325,430,
granted to Albert G. Mead, September 1, 1885, for improvements il}.
Quttons.The validity ,of the patent was affirmed in Kent v. Simons,
39 Fed. 606. Since then the patent has been several times before
the courts and has, in each instance, been upheld. Upon this motion
the only question open for discussion is the question of infringement,
although, here also, the logical deduction from the Kent decision
leads to a conclusion adverse to the defendants. The infringing de-
vices are so nearly similar that there can be little doubt that the reo
suIt would have been the same had the defendants' button been before
the court instead of the button there held to infringe. T'he observa-
tion of the judge that "the defendants' fastener is the Mead fastener,
with some slight changes in construction," is as applicable to this
cause as to the one he was considering.
It is thought' that the defendants' socket member is as near the

cmnbination of the second claim of the patent as was the device held
to infringe in the Kent Oase. T'he principal difference is that the
eyelet sleeve is split so a,s to give resiliency to the end which comes in
contact with the head of the stud which is made solid, thus making
a spring socket instead of a spring stud., This addition mayor may
not be an improvement, but it is entirely clear that the defendants
cannot appropriate the Mead invention by adding thereto a new func-
tion which in no way changes the action of the patented combination.
It will hardly be pretended that after the decision referred to the de-
fendants in the Kent Case could have escaped infringement by mak-
ing such a slit in the Raymond button. Especially is this true in
view of the fact that the Pringle patent, No. 600,114, under which the
defendants manufacture, shows a slitted socket with a solid stud and
a.n unslitted socket with a spring stud as alternative and equivalent
constructions. The language of Pringle's specification is as follows:
"I haye shown in Fig, 1 a slitted or spring stud catch for use with a non-

resiliplJ! stud, while in Fig. 2 is illustrated an unslitted stud catch designed to


